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THE BG NEWS
BASEBALL OPENS SEASON USG MAKEOVER
The BG baseball team opens the 
2015 season on the road. Look to find 
answers for lineup vacancies before Mid-
American Conference games begin in 
March. | PAGE 7
Guest columnist Tyler Buchanan talks 
about how Undergraduate Student 
Government needs to improve themselves. 
He explains that they’re not useful in their 
current state. | PAGE 5
Quentin McKinnon
Sophomore, Finance, Accounting, 
Applied Economics
ARE YOU GOING TO ZIGGYTHON THIS YEAR?
“Yes, because I’ve never been and 
it will be a good experience.”
GRAMMY AWARD WINNERS
Check out who won Best Album 
of the Year, Best Song of the 
Year and Best Rap Album of the 
Year in Pulse. | PAGE 3
By Lindsey Meyer
Reporter
It’s that time of year again, Bowling 
Green’s local Winterfest is this 
upcoming weekend. 
This fest happens to be over 
Valentine’s Day weekend so it gives 
people the perfect opportunity for 
a fun date.
Winterfest is being held from 
Feb. 13 at 9 a.m. to Feb. 15 at 11 
p.m. It is known for all of the activi-
ties and events that it holds for the 
city. Each day, there are different 
events happening; keeping every-
one interested in coming back. 
This year, there are over 15 activ-
ities that are going to be happen-
ing throughout the entire week-
end. Since it is the Winterfest, each 
activity is centered around the 
winter season. 
Some of the main events that are 
happening each day are outdoor/
public skating, ice carving and 
sculptures and art exhibitions. 
There are also other events that are 
occurring on only one of the day of 
the weekend. Some of these events 
See WINTER | Page 6
Residence can participate in child-friendly games
City to host Winterfest, 15 
activities throughout weekend
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A PRESIDENT
ERIC BURGASSER | THE BG NEWS




By Meg Kraft 
Reporter
Bowling Green Dance Marathon 
[BGDM] set out to raise $20,000 with a 
fundraising campaign from 10 p.m. Feb. 
11 to 10 p.m. Feb. 12.  
“20K1Day” was successful and ulti-
mately surpassed the original goal with 
a total of $28,270.  
The donations were raised through 
individual fundraising, classroom 
change challenges and spreading cam-
pus-wide awareness. 
High schools, parents, friends, family 
and alumni assisted volunteers with the 
fundraising.  
Senior Alison Doughty, director of 
BGDM, said the challenge was created 
in honor of BGDM’s 20th anniversary.  
“We decided it would be a great chal-
lenge for us,” she said. “We had never 
Dance Marathon 
exceeded their goal 
of $20,000 in their 
20k1Day event
See DM | Page 6
PHOTOS BY ERIC BURGASSER | THE BG NEWS
MON., FEB. 9
8:53 A.M.
Mark Hanson, of Bowling 
Green, reported both of 
his passenger side tires of 
his vehicle were slashed. 
Approximate damage is val-
ued at $300. 
6:40 P.M.
Matt Robinson reported 
property damage within the 
200 block of S. Prospect St. A 
wooden flag pole was broken, 




Brandie B. Dye, 32, of Weston, 
OH, was cited for disorderly 
conduct in the form of a ver-
bal dispute regarding owed 
money.
2:34 P.M.
Caleb Kusmierek reported 
possible fraud after he ordered 
a phone for $650 and since 
then, the seller keeps request-
ing more money for taxes and 
shipping without sending the 
phone. 
3:42 P.M.
Tyler James, 18, of Bowling 
Green, was warned for disor-
derly conduct within the 300 
block of S. Maple St.
THUR., FEB. 12
12:54 A.M.
Anthony A. Sumpter II, 20, of 
Bowling Green, was warned 
for disorderly conduct for loud 
music at a party within the 
1400 block of Clough St. 
1:09 A.M.
Anthony P. Jackson II, 19, of 
Bowling Green, and Nicholas 
L. Johnson, 18, of Bowling 
Green, were both warned for 
disorderly conduct for loud 
music within the 1400 block of 
Clough St.
4:07 A.M.
Brittany M. Cheatham, 24, 
of Bradner, OH, was warned 
for loud music within the 100 
block of W. Lightner St. 
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of the Morning Rush ShowCountry Nite
SATURDAY          WCKY 103.7
Room 208,
Bowen-Thompson Student Union 
You’ll receive four poses to select prints if you choose. 
Make an appointment online at www.myseniorportrait.com or walk-ins accepted.
 
FREE SENIOR PORTRAITS! 
February 17,18,19
Don’t Be Left Out!
A free portrait session automatically gets your photo 
in the 2015 KEY Senior Magazine to be published in April
Winthrop Terrace Apartments
FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE!
GAS l HEAT l BASIC CABLE l INTERNET l SHUTTLE  
WATER/SEWER l RECYCLING l TRASH PICK-UP
400 E Napoleon Road | 419-352-9135 | investekmanagement.com | Now Leasing for Fall 2015
— WHERE COMFORT & CONVENIENCE IS OUR MAIN PRIORITY —
By Carlye Pollack
Reporter
If you find yourself on 
Main St. on a Wednesday 
night, you may notice that 
One49 has an atmosphere 
unlike the typical college 
bar scene. 
For the past eight years, 
the bar One49 has been 
hosting jazz night, a night 
filled with relaxing music 
and a unique wine buffet.
The original manager, 
Ricky Ault Jr., reached out 
to the University to start up 
jazz night to get the com-
munity together in a differ-
ent setting.
The bar is now owned by 
his father, Rick Ault, who 
expressed a great apprecia-
tion for the University and 
their talent.
From 8:30 until mid-
night, people of all ages 
can gather to listen to 
the University Faculty 
Jazz quartet.
The quartet performs 
two sets, then the floor 
opens up to anyone else 
interested in playing. 
Jeff Halsey, bass player 
and professor in the College 
of Musical Arts, has been 
playing at jazz night for as 
long as he can remember.
Halsey has been a part of 
the University for 33 years 
and has traveled around 
the country playing at dif-
ferent events.
He is passionate 
about his music, stu-
dents and the Bowling 
Green community.
Halsey enjoys seeing 
his students outside of the 
classroom setting and giv-
ing them the opportunity 
to see him play. 
“It’s a night where the 
community can come 
together in a non-academic 
manner,” Halsey said. “It 
allows students to socialize 
in a different way.”
Julia Kuhlman, a junior 
music performance major, 
is one of Halsey’s previous 
students that enjoys com-
ing to jazz night.
“My favorite thing about 
jazz night is it’s a good place 
to hang out,” Kuhlman said. 
“It’s the same people you 
see, just at a different place.”
You don’t have to be a 
music major to attend jazz 
night- the bar is open to 
anyone, and there’s no 
cover charge.
People can come enjoy 
the smooth jazz while they 
enjoy the various wines 
from the buffet.
The first glass of wine is 
$6, with $1 refills.
“If you’re looking for a 
comfortable night out and 
you love jazz, it’s the perfect 
place to come,” Ault said.
Aside from the great 
music, the bar also features 
free pool, shuffle board and 
corn hole.




We want to correct all factual 
errors. If you think an error has 
been made, call The BG News at 
419-372-6966.
Check out the full  interactive 
blotter map at BGNEWS.COM
www. .comNEWS
TRAVIS WILLHOITE | THE BG NEWS
EVERY WEDNESDAY night, students can attend jazz night at One49 for free and enjoy music by local musicians. 




















Below are artists who won awards at the 57th annual Grammy’s 
PHOTOS PROVIDED
If you ever want to watch 
funny videos of kittens or 
children biting each other’s 
fingers, YouTube is the place 
to go. However, there are 
more things YouTube can 
offer besides following video 
after video of funny pets 
doing funny things. 
One feature that people 
who have YouTube accounts 
can do is subscribe to peo-
ple who make videos. That 
means that you will be alert-
ed with these people upload 
new videos. 
I recently started sub-
scribing to people over 
the summer and it is 
now a past time hobby to 
watch their videos. I watch 
“YouTubers” who are very 
well known, like PewDiePie 
and Grav3yardgirl to people 
that aren’t as popular like 
LEAF and Click Network. It’s 
almost like watching a tele-
vision show of their lives and 
what they want to create. 
I would like to review 
them that way as well. They 
are artists and entertainers, 
only putting videos out there 
for our enjoyment. Some of 
them even get paid by spon-
sors to put out videos. 
Grav3yardgirl is her 
account name, but she 
likes to go by Bunny. She 
is one of those YouTubers. 
She is known for her video 
series regarding beauty and 
make-up. She also created 
a series called Does This 
Thing Really Work where she 
buys as seen on TV items 
and tests them to see if they 
actually do what the TV 
commercial claims. 
However, Bunny is very 
different than the stereo-
typical girl that is obsessed 
with make-up and beauty 
products. While she does 
have blonde hair and beauti-
ful blue eyes, she claims she 
was the outcast at her high 
school. She was nowhere 
near popular, but her charm-
ing but awkward and loud 
personality shines through 
in her videos. 
Even more, she serves as 
an inspiration for people 
who suffer from anxiety 
and depression because she 
is very vocal about her own 
battles with that throughout 
her life and even to the cur-
rent day. 
She serves a hero even to 
younger girls where popular 
celebrities fall short. Bunny 
is open and honest about her 
imperfections. She embrac-
es who she is and isn’t shy 
about not going with the 
main stream.
I started watching her 
videos because of her series 
about TV products. She is 
funny and shows what a real 
life person has to go through 
when trying to understand 
directions and use things 
that are suppose to work for 
everyone but don’t. She tests 
things from cooking to beau-
ty to toy products.
One of my personal favor-
ites was watching her create 
the bacon bowl. Watching 
someone I can really relate 
to to try and cook bacon on a 
bowl was very funny. 
She also isn’t afraid to try 
Pinterest projects, which 
most end up failing. 
My only shortcoming 
with her is that she is very 
talkative. When I say that, I 
mean she will say the same 
thing three different times 
in three different ways 
before she really gets to her 
point. I usually stop her 
videos about two minutes 
before they end because 
that’s how long it takes her 
to say goodbye. But other 
than that, she is great. 
In all, Grav3yardgirl is 
definitely a channel I would 
suggest watching if you like 
to watch funny people try 
on beauty products or test 
different products. 
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Now Leasing for Fall 2015
Bowling Green’s Largest Selection of Apartments Close to Campus
2/3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES
CAMPBELL HILL
A P A R T M E N T S
3 BEDROOMS
COLUMBIA
C O U R T S
3 BEDROOMS
HEINZ APARTMENTS
E N T E R P R I S E  S Q U A R E
- Furnished
- 1 Half & 1 Full Bath
- Full Basement
- Washer & Dryer
- Microwave
- Plenty of Parking
- Air Conditioned
- 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
- 2 Laundromats
- Furnished
- 2 Full Bathrooms
- Air Conditioned
- Free Wireless Internet
- Gas log fireplaces
   (units 49-72)
- Washer & Dryer in    
   select units
- Furnished
- 2 Full Bathrooms
- Air Conditioned
- Microwave, Dishwasher
  & Garbage Disposal
- Washer & Dryer in   
  select units
- Free Wireless Internet 
   in select units
- Gas Log Fireplaces
- Laundry on-site
- Close to Campus
- Plenty of Parking
www.greenbriarrentals.com
445 E. Wooster St. - 419.352.0717
Monday-Friday: 9:00am - 5:00pm
Saturday: 10:00am - 3:00pm
319 E.  Wooster St .  |  419.354.2260  |  www.johnnewloverealestate.com
— R E N T A L S —
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
Great Selection  n  Close to Campus  n  Better Prices
H O N E S T ,  F R I E N D L Y  &  T R U S T W O R T H Y
“John Newlove wasn’t kidding when they said they would be there  
in 24 hours or less. When my heat went out, they were  
there immediately to fix it .”
Youtuber serves as role model for kids 
who struggle with depression, anxiety
PHOTO PROVIDED
GRAV3YARDGIRL A.K.A  Bunny shows her loud and charming personality in her videos .
Pulse
BRIEF
Afro pop group to 
play at Grounds For 
Thought
A special musical duo will be mak-
ing an appearance at Grounds for 
Thought Feb. 13. 
Joe Driscoll and Sekou Kouyate are 
an afro hip-hop and rock ‘n roll group 
that were brought together in 2010 at 
the Nuit Metis [Mixed Night] festival in 
Marseille, France. 
Afropop can be defined as African 
pop music played on on electric insru-
ments and inspired by Western pop 
and soul music. Rock n’ Roll, which is 
distinguishable with heavy beats and 
simple melodies, was influnced by 
black rhythm and blues. 
The two genres combined make for 
an interesting sound. 
According to the duos website, 
“[They] blend hop-hop, spoken word, 
funk, and soulful, accesible rock with 
Top 5 Hot 
Valentines 
Day Dates
1 Fifty Shades of Grey Movie Woodand Mall$5 for students
2
Afrobeat, reggage and irrepressible 
African grooves.” 
Driscoll, a musician from England, 
speaks no French and Kouyate, a musi-
cian from the West African country of 
Guinea, only a little English. The only 
way these two men could speak was 
through their music.
Driscoll said, “At the heart of it, we both 
just make the noises we love; we listen to 
each other, and try to flow in harmony.” 
Driscoll and Kouyate just released their 
new album in 2014 entitled, “Faya.” 
This album has created a world- 
wide tour.
Each world tour runs six weeks. 
Kelly Wicks, owner of the downtown 
coffee shop downtown, said, “We tried 
to get them for Black Swamp but they 
weren’t in the country. Their agent called 
us a few weeks back we were able to  
book them.”
Driscoll and Kouyate’s performance will 
be in Grounds For Thought at 8:00pm 
Feb. 13. 
Visit www.joeandsekou.com and @
driscollmusic on Twitter for more infor-
mation about the artists. 
PHOTO PROVIDED
JOE DRISCOLL and Sekou Kouyate visit Bowling Green during worldwide tour.
The Art of Werner Pfeiffer
Toledo Museum of Art
Free
Vagina Monologues 
8 p.m. 101 olscamp
$8 for students, $10 
for non students
3
4 Vadym Khoodenko (pianist)8 p.m.  Kobacker Hall CMA
$5 for students, $25 
for non students
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Letters are generally to be fewer 
than 300 words. These are usually 
in response to a current issue on the 
University’s campus or the Bowling 
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS
Guest Columns are generally longer 
pieces between 400 and 700 words. 
These are usually also in response 
to a current issue on the University’s 
campus or the Bowling Green 
area. Two submissions per month 
maximum.
POLICIES 
Letters to the Editor and Guest 
Columns are printed as space on the 
Opinion Page permits. Additional 
Letters to the Editor or Guest 
Columns may be published online. 
Name, year and phone number 
should be included for verification 
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified 
information or anonymous submis-
sions will not be printed. 
E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS 
Send submissions as an attachment 
to thenews@bgnews.com with the 
subject line marked “Letter to the 
Editor” or “Guest Column.” All sub-
missions are subject to review and 
editing for length and clarity before 
printing.  The editor may change the 
headlines to submitted columns and 
letters at his or her discretion.
THE BG NEWS SUBMISSION POLICY
SARAH FLACKE“ONE OF THE GUYS”
HARD AT WORK
Imagine living in a coun-
try where prisons are pri-
vately owned corporations 
that operate much like a 
tacky hotel, accompanied 
by a buzzing neon “No 
Vacancy” sign: profit is 
made only when the beds 
are kept at or near capacity 
and the governing officials 
scramble to meet contrac-
tual lockup quotas. 
Imagine living in a coun-
try where taxpayers are 
financially responsible to 
pay for empty cells in the 
event that crime rates fall 
below said quota. 
Surprise! You live 
there now.
In fact, a report from In 
the Public Interest [ITPI] 
indicates that private pris-
on companies are actu-
ally making deals with 
states that have clauses 
that guarantee high prison 
occupancy rates. 
The report, “Criminal: 
How Lockup Quotas 
and ‘Low-Crime Taxes’ 
Gua ra ntee Prof its 
for Private Prison 
Corporations,” documents 
the exchanges and con-
tractual agreements made 
between states and pris-
ons, some of which require 
90 to 100 percent occupan-
cy rates. 
So what’s being done to 
ensure mass incarcera-
tion? Cue Nixon’s 1971 dec-
laration of War on Drugs, 
which portrayed drug use 
as America’s “number 
one” issue. 
According to the Bureau 
of Justice Statistics, on 
Dec. 31, 2013, there were 
1,574,700 individuals 
imprisoned in state and 
federal facilities – an 
alarming contrast to the 
less than 200,000 individu-
als that were imprisoned 
in 1970. America became 
much more punitive in the 
approach to drug sales, 
possession and addiction. 
What should have been 
a public health concern 
actually became a matter 
of interest for the criminal 
justice system. 
Instead of rehabili-
tating our citizens, we 
imprison them.
Upon release, ex-felons 
are barred from obtain-
ing jobs, securing public 
assistance, living in pub-
lic housing and are denied 
specific grants and loans 
that help fund a college 
education. 
Although these indi-
viduals are supposedly 
expected to successfully 
reintegrate into society, it’s 
a nearly impossible task.  
The “War on Drugs” is 
actually a greedy, money-
fueled war that is waged on 
entire communities of peo-
ple and the aftermath is an 
egregious social injustice. 
What I find to be most 
interesting about the “War 
on Drugs” is that nearly 
half [48.3 percent] of all 
drug arrests made in 2012 
were for marijuana, a total 
of 749,825. 
Of those, an estimated 
658,231 arrests [42.4 per-
cent of all drug arrests] 
were made solely for the 
possession of pot. 
Marijuana is the most 
commonly used ille-
gal drug in America, and 
under federal law, posses-
sion alone is punishable by 
up to one year in prison, 
although the nature of the 
punishment is dependent 
upon the amount of mari-
juana possessed. However, 
there is a newly proposed 
constitutional amendment 
that would legalize mari-
juana for recreational and 
medicinal use in Ohio. 
Production would be lim-
ited to ten licensed facili-
ties that would pay taxes 
and fees and the revenue 
[an anticipated two million 
dollars] would be divided 
among municipal and 
township governments, 
county governments and 
among other commissions. 
A 79.6 acre legaliza-
tion facility would elimi-
nate the black market for 
the drug, throw a wrench 
in the privatized prison 
corporation’s schemes 
and - as an added bonus 
- potentially improve Ohio 
school systems since fund-
ing is based on property 
taxation. 
Let Ohio sell pot. Not 
prison cells. 
Respond to Deanna at
thenews@bgnews.com
Legalization of marijuana in Ohio would 
provide benefits for many residents
DEANNA HUFFMAN
COLUMNIST
Undergraduate Student Government needs 
huge makeover in order to improve University
So it seems members of 
Undergraduate Student 
Government want to 
raise awareness. 
Awareness of what? I doubt 
even they know. 
The BG News reported that 
the organization recently 
acted out a mock presentation 
of what USG members hope 
to say when reaching out to 
student groups. 
What a perfect metaphor: a 
pretend demonstration given 
at a pretend meeting of a stu-
dent government that pre-
tends to mean anything.
USG involving itself with 
other student organizations is 
not an inherently laughable 
proposal. What is laughable is 
the pretense that USG’s influ-
ence would be improved if 
students knew more about its 
current state of affairs.
Sentient students know 
USG exists. As with quantum 
physics, the more students 
learn about USG, the less they 
care. And the reason nobody 
cares is because they correctly 
assume paying attention to 
USG in its current form is a 
waste of time.
Senators can give 1,000 stu-
dent group presentations, but 
it will never change this fact: 
fundamentally, the group 
does not matter.
I don’t argue this in a jok-
ing or hyperbolic way. I mean 
literally, USG cannot directly 
influence university policy 
or actions. 
The resolutions are not 
binding. The decisions are 
not official. 
If you don’t believe me, ask 
Dean of Students Jodi Webb. 
She told The BG News last 
December that USG resolu-
tions are merely supposed to 
represent the “formal stance” 
of what students think on a 
particular issue. 
If the University wants to, it 
can go along with that resolu-
tion. Or not.
If you still don’t believe me, 
take a guess at what would 
happen if USG suddenly went 
rogue and voted to lower 
tuition and offered all profes-
sors a tenure track. 
USG needs to change and 
I don’t mean that it should be 
given actual power to wield 
around. If last year’s escapade 
of attempting to take edito-
rial control of The BG News 
is any indication, maybe 
the ceremonial role is a 
necessary one.
My message to USG is clear: 
Stop pretending your influ-
ence is literal. This does not 
serve members well, nor does 
it inspire much confidence 
from the student body. 
The number of people who 
vote each year for USG elec-
tions is like negative 238 and 
there hasn’t been a contested 
USG presidential race since 
the moon landing. 
Members should also stop 
considering it a success any-
time the University plays 
along with the whole ruse. 
Administrators occasionally 
side with you the way a par-
ent buys an Easy Bake Oven 
when a child whines too 
much about wanting to cook. 
Let’s not pretend that these 
University concessions are 
the norm, though. Those in 
actual power will make real 
decisions based on real finan-
cial and political interests. 
These interests exist way 
beyond a couple of freshman 
basket-weaving majors pass-
ing another dopey resolution. 
USG would be a lot better 
off if members learned the 
value of self-awareness and 
used the group’s unofficial 
influence in tangible ways. It’s 
not hard! 
Be champions of the fight 
against sexual assault on 
campus. Be spokespersons for 
the fight against rising tuition 
costs and bloated student 
loans. Shine a spotlight on 
student services that are sadly 
under-utilized and under-
appreciated [things like the 
Counseling Center come 
to mind]. 
Bowling Green doesn’t 
need a student government 
where the goal is to run 
newspapers and earn shiny, 
gold resume stars. Bowling 
Green doesn’t need a stu-
dent government focused on 
fake, impersonal ideas like 
improved “engagement” and 
greater “awareness.”
There’s still time to figure 
this out. Otherwise, have fun 
and good luck convincing the 
Trapeze Enthusiasts Club that 
you mean something. 
You’re going to need it. 




PEOPLE ON THE STREET Are you going to Ziggython this year?
“Yes, I will be 
dancing with the 
Black Student 
Union.”
“Yes, I’ll be a 
moraler this 
year.”





it’s not high 




Have your own take on 
today’s People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
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Monday - Thursday: 9am - 4:30pm
Friday: 9am - 3pm
Saturday: 11am - 3pm or by appointment
Visit a Model 
Apartment
include: a youth dodge ball 
tournament, a pancake 
breakfast, one mile Frostbite 
Fun Run, Sweetheart Skate, 
chili and soup cook-off 
and also concerts occur-
ring at restaurants or bars 
downtown. 
Most of these events 
are similar to last year’s 
Winterfest, however, some 
are completely new. 
According to the Bowling 
Green Convention and 
Visitors Bureau, there is only 
one event that has never 
happened before.
This event is the Adult 
Pickleball happening on 
Sat. 14. It’s being held at the 
Community Center from 10 
a.m. to 12 p.m. and open to 
all public.
There are also concerts 
that are occurring on Sat. at 
8 p.m. One is a jazz concert 
at Grounds for Thought and 
the other is at Stone’s Throw 
featuring Kitty Glitter with 
Tom Gorman. Each of these 
concerts are different from 
last year so people are able 
to get a taste of something 
new.
One thing that a lot 
of locals enjoy about 
Winterfest is that it appeals 
to all age groups. There are 
some events that are going 
to be specifically for adults 
and specifically for children. 
The events and activities 
just for kids are youth dodge 
ball as mentioned before, 
the Kid’s Snow Games, 
art exhibits, and a Frozen 
Party and Sing Along. As 
for the adults there is going 
to be the adult Pickleball 
and also Snowglobe Adult 
Soccer.  
Overall there is some-
thing for everyone, wheth-
er you want to participate 
in an activity or just chill 
out and watch one of the 
bands, the Winterfest is sure 
to be a hit for downtown 
Bowling Green. 
*All of the informations is 
pulled from their Facebook.
WINTER
 From Page 1
DM
 From Page 1
By Hannah Benson
Reporter
Da nc e Ma r at hon 
announced this year’s 
Ziggython theme to be “20 
Years of Miracles” at the 
Feb. 11 general meeting.
Alison Doughty, Dance 
Marathon Director, said 
coming up with the theme 
was intense.
“We chose to go with 
that because it’s our 20th 
year on campus and 
that’s a huge milestone,” 
Doughty said.
The University’s program 
is one of the five founding 
Dance Marathon programs 
in the nation, where there 
is now over 250 programs, 
Doughty said.
“We really wanted to 
focus on the 20 years,” 
Doughty said. “We 
thought, ‘what’s a better 
way to focus on it than to 
make it our theme?’”
Participant Relations 
Chair Michaela Weldon 
said she likes the theme 
because it highlights the 
organization’s accomplish-
ments and milestones.
The theme allows for 
expansion of ideas for 
Ziggython, Weldon said.
She said she can see 
there being a throwback 
or future hour during the 
event, which will take 
place on April 18-19.
Going along with the 
theme and celebration of 
20 years, the organization 
has a goal to raise $20,000 
within one day.
The start of “20k1day” 
began at the general meet-
ing at 10 p.m.
The meeting kicked off 
with a performance from 
student a cappella group, 
Not Yet Perfect, who will be 
performing at Ziggython.
Doughty said she thinks 
the theme will force the 
organization to make the 
theme a prime focus.
She said planning for the 
theme has already started 
and things related to the 
theme will be revealed as 
the year goes on.
Some elements include 
alumni testimonies and 
video to show “where 
we’ve been, where we are 
and where we are going,” 
Doughty said.
“A big part of our orga-
nization is the money and 
it always will be; we have 
a big hospital of children 
depending on us,” Doughty 
said. “But more than that, 
always more than that, I 
think it’s about the com-
munity and I think that’s 
why we have existed as 
long as we have.”
Entertainment Core 
Committee Member 
Lauren Franks said her 
first year doing Ziggython 
was last year and she found 
the experience to be “con-
tagious.”
“You can’t go a week 
being on this campus with-
out hearing about Dance 
Marathon,” Franks said.
She said she thinks there 
is nothing more heart-
warming than seeing what 
all the organization’s hard 
work goes towards.
“There is no way you 
don’t want to be apart of 
it once you see how conta-
gious it is,” Franks said.
Ziggython will use “20 Years of Miracles” as inspiration for year
Dance Marathon announces 
theme for 32 hour event
FILE PHOTO | THE BG NEWS
LAST YEAR, the Ziggython event raised money for Mercy Children’s Hospital and saw more students participate over past years.
done anything like that 
before and we decided if 
we’re gonna go for it, we’re 
gonna go big.” 
Doughty said the money 
raised in 20K1Day will be 
added to the grand total of 
BGDM, which is donated to 
Mercy’s Children Hospital 
in Toledo. 
The donations specifical-
ly benefit Miracle Families, 
a program that provides 
care for children with 
medical needs. 
“All this money goes 
directly towards Mercy 
Hospital and ensures that 
no family is turned away 
because of their inabil-
ity to pay for a treatment,” 
Doughty said. 
The “20K” was raised and 
surpassed, but why put a 
deadline on the fundraiser?  
“We did it because we love 
a challenge,” Doughty said. 
“Sometimes a time limit 
helps generate donations 
and we wanted to show the 
world that we can thrive 
under the pressure.”  
Junior Emily Eskins, green 
morale captain, raised 
$1,000 in 24 hours.  
“Once I joined Chi Omega, 
my sorority sisters got me 
involved. My freshman year, 
I fell hardcore in love with 
[BGDM].” 
Eskins said 20K1Day has 
greatly benefitted Dance 
Marathon by spreading 
the word. 
“BGSU is one of the 
founding schools for Dance 
Marathon, so we’re hoping it 
challenges other schools to 
raise money,” she said. 
Sophomore Caleb Harrah, 
teal morale captain, said he 
is very involved with Dance 
Marathon for the kids. 
“Seeing the kids in the 
hospital having to get treat-
ments and not live a nor-
mal childhood, it makes 
me want to raise money,” 
Harrah said. 
He said 20K1Day has 
taken BGDM to the next step 
with prestigious goals, “it 
challenged us to make mir-
acles happen in one day.” 
The 20K1Day Reveal was 
filled with laughter and 
tears as the organization 
unveiled the total amount of 
money raised.  
“I feel amazing. I couldn’t 
have done it without 
everyone here in Dance 
Marathon,” said Fundraiser 
Chairman Thomas 
Hamwaysaid. “Everyone 
says props to me, but I say 
props to them.” 
Hamway said this event 
will occur annually. 
“We’re looking to do this 
every year. It’s definitely 
something I’m gonna pass 
down. From here, we’re 
going to push dancer week 
and Ziggython.” 
Along with the fundrais-
ing, Doughty said 20K1Day 
has been a great recruit-
ment tool and many stu-
dents registered to partici-
pate in Dance Marathon.  
To get involved with 
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By Brandon Shrider
Sports Editor
As the crucial 13-man senior class 
exits, a similarly large class enters 
the locker room for the Bowling 
Green baseball team.
Three junior college transfers and 
a 10-man freshmen class added, the 
Falcons understand that their grow-
ing pains may be heightened this 
season. However, they don’t plan to 
let this continue their recent history 
of rough starts.
“[Leadership] is going to be a key 
role because half of our squad is 
going to be first-year guys,” said head 
coach Danny Schmitz. “We’ve been 
trying to do some different things 
[this year] to see if we can get off to a 
better start.”
Some of the changes made include 
opening the doors to the indoor 
facilities to help adjust to the colder 
temperatures they will be faced with 
early in the season, Schmitz said.
Despite preparing for early suc-
cess, the team is focused on shuf-
fling lineups around in the first cou-
ple series’.
With few players guaranteed start-
ing spots to begin the season, the 
incoming crop of young players will 
be fighting for roles and positions. 
These positions will presumably be 
set once Mid-American Conference 
play begins in March.
“With this being such a young 
club, probably our first two or three 
weekends, you’re going to see a lot 
of different looks as far as lineups 
go. There’s definitely a lot of ques-
tions to be answered, so we want 
to make sure we get back from our 
spring trip with a somewhat set 
lineup and everybody knows what 
their roles are,” Schmitz said. “The 
bell’s ringing, so we have to find out 
which one of our guys can answer 
that bell.”
Despite the substantial veteran 
group from last season, there were 
an array of players who got “their 
feet wet” last year. This won’t trans-
late to guaranteed spots in the start-
ing lineup this season, however, 
Schmitz said.
To help the young guys along, the 
returning veterans will play a vital 
role for the Falcons this season.
“We’ve learned throughout the 
Bowling Green baseball team loses large crop of seniors, prepares for season opener
See BASEBALL | Page 9
2014 SEASON STATISTICS
Redshirt-Sophomore
5-11 ft — 201 lbs
.293 — batting average (MAC)
19 — games started
10:8 — BB:K ratio
0 — errors (MAC)
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Dealt a New Hand
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DEBORAH HOEKSTRA looks to make a move to the basket in a game at the Stroh earlier this season.
PAIGE APKARIAN | THE BG NEWS
BG gets knocked around in loss
By Brandon Shrider
Sports Editor
The bangs and bruises are 
beginning to catch up to the 
healthy Falcons now too.
Already missing four play-
ers to season-ending injuries 
and another playing extremely 
limited minutes, sometimes 
none at all, the eight healthy 
players left aren’t all that 
healthy anymore either.
“We’re battling a short 
bench, we’re battling tired 
legs and we took the brunt of 
it tonight,” said head coach 
Jennifer Roos.
Multiple players hitting the 
floor on Wednesday night 
for the Falcons [9-14, 2-10], 
including their two leading 
scores, Deborah Hoekstra and 
Miriam Justinger, the Falcons 
were knocked around en 
route to a 71-46 loss to Ohio 
University.
Getting banged around 
didn’t stymie the relent-
less effort that the Falcons 
have continued to show this 
season, but it did seem to 
force them into some early, 
frustrating misses.
“We were getting the shots 
that we wanted, open looks, 
they just weren’t falling for us 
initially,” said Rachel Myers, 
who finished with a team-
leading 13 points and 37 min-
utes played. “[That] got us 
in the hole and we struggled 
from there.”
BG began the game on an 
0-of-15 slide with just three 
Rachel Konieczki free throws 
to show on the scoreboard. 
The Falcons finished the half 
much better going 8-of-15 
[8-of-30 total] including two 3s 
from Rachel Myers.
“We couldn’t throw it in the 
ocean. It was evident when 
we start 0-of-15 for the game,” 
Roos said.
Size continued to be a glar-
ing issue for BG as well.
While the Bobcats get nearly 
29 of their 71 points, on aver-
age, from their backcourt duo, 
they gave minutes to two play-
ers at least 6-foot-1 and two 
others, 5-foot-11.
“That’s a team that has a 
variety of scorers and they’re 
difficult to guard,” Roos said.
This led to a 51-28 rebound 
discrepancy and a lopsided 
36-6 points differential in the 
paint for the Falcons.
BG was able to contain the 
backcourt duo of Kiyanna 
Black and Quiera Lampkins 
as they combined for just 16 
points, but fellow backcourt 
member, Kat Yelle got red-hot 
from deep going 3-of-3 behind 
the arc in the first half and 
finishing with a team-high 13 
points.
“Kiyanna Black and Quiera 
Lampkins, their leading scorer 
and second leading scorer, 
were sitting on the bench most 
of the [first half] in foul trouble. 
Unfortunately we weren’t able 
to take advantage of it at the 
other end,” Roos said.
It didn’t matter what the 
Bobcats did offensively how-
ever, because the Falcons 
struggled for the entire 40 
minutes getting the ball to fall 
through the net.
A forgettable first half car-
ried over to an even less desir-
able second half as BG shot 
4-of-24 [16.7 percent] from 
the field.
The Falcons were not out-
worked, just outmatched 
against the Mid-American 
Conference leading and 19-3 
[10-1] Bobcats.
I think [OU] is going to 
win [the MAC] and do well 
in the NCAA tournament,” 
Roos said.
BG goes back on the road 
this weekend to take on Ball 
State on Saturday, Feb. 14 
before a 6-day bye week. 
“We have one more game 
before our bye week and then 
they’re going to get some addi-
tional time off. We’re limping 
into the bye week,” Roos said.
BG gymnastics team boosts confidence despite recent losses
Falcons prepare to build upon recent performances in dual road meet at Nothern Illinois
By Terrance Davis
Reporter
The Bowling Green State 
University gymnastics team 
is riding high with confi-
dence after impressive show-
ings in its back-to-back home 
meets against Ohio State and 
Ball State last weekend at 
Anderson Arena.
The Falcons scored a 
195.200 in their loss to Ohio 
St. last Friday [Feb. 6] and 
then topped that mark with 
a 195.500 in their win against 
Ball State, two days later.
Falcons now own a record 
of 4-4 overall [1-1 MAC].
Junior Alyssa Nocella was 
named MAC Gymnast of the 
Week and freshman Laura 
Mitchell was tabbed as the 
MAC Specialist of the Week, the 
conference office announced 
Tuesday afternoon. 
Nocella won the all-around 
competition in both meets 
and earned a 39.50 against 
Ball State, tied for the third-
best score in program his-
tory. Mitchell earned a pair 
of first-place finishes on bars 
for BGSU over the week-
end. Mitchell scored a 9.825 
to finish tied for first on bars 
against Ohio State and then 
claimed the outright title on 
bars against Ball State with a 
career-best 9.850.
The two gymnasts played 
a prominent role in the gym-
nastics team posting team 
scores of 195.500 and 195.200 
over the weekend. Both 
scores rank in the top 10 in 
program history.
“Last weekend was obvi-
ously a big step forward for 
us and a confidence builder,” 
said head coach Kerri Turner. 
“But after the meet, we dis-
cussed complacency and I 
challenged the team to use 
those two home meet perfor-
mances as building blocks for 
the rest of the season. They 
know we can’t afford anymore 
letdown performances, espe-
cially against a MAC oppo-
nent. I’ve been impressed 
with the way they’ve prac-
ticed this week, they looked 
confident, fired up and ready 
to compete.”
Bowling Green’s two home 
meets were just what they 
needed to get their season 
back on track.
“We really picked up our 
performance last week-
end,” said Mitchell. “Being 
in a familiar environment 
with our fans supporting us 
allowed us to get our focus 
and confidence back. It was an 
awesome two meets and the 
crowd was phenomenal. I was 
so happy with the turnout. I’m 
glad we were able to give them 
a good performance.” 
Bowling Green will look to 
build on their momentum as 
they head back on the road 
this weekend.
The Falcons have not per-
formed well in their last 
three road meets. Sluggish 
starts and uncharacteristic 
mistakes plagued the team, 
particularly in its losses to 
Eastern Michigan and George 
Washington. Coach Turner 
was visibly frustrated with 
her team’s effort and admitted 
that the team lacked passion, 
aggression, energy and focus.
If last weekend is any indi-
cation, this team appears 
to have put the past woes 
behind them. 
“They competed amaz-
ingly this past weekend,” said 
assistant coach Jason Bauer, 
“For the first time this sea-
son, they showed heart and 
passion, and took what they 
wanted. They got together as 
a group, decided what they 
wanted, and set the goals for 
themselves. We pushed them 
to get there, but they’ve done 
all the work to get back on 
track. I’ve noticed a complete-
ly change in this team, not just 
in their performance, but also 
their demeanor.” 
The Falcons will look 
to duplicate those perfor-
mances when they take their 
talents to DeKalb, Illinois 
to compete in a dual meet 
Alaska-Anchorage and MAC 
opponent Northern Illinois 
on Sunday, February 15 at 3 
p.m. 
“Our meet with Northern 
will gives us an opportunity 
to get back out on the road 
and hit a great meet,” said 
Turner. “We really haven’t 
had a breakout performance 
on the road yet. So if they 
are able to put it together on 
Sunday, the sky’s the limit.”
By Corey Krupa 
Reporter
Coming off a sweep last 
weekend at home against 
Ferris State, the 8th ranked 
Bowling Green hockey 
team will travel to Ferris 
State this weekend to face 
off again. With the wins last 
weekend, the Falcons have 
clinched a spot in the post-
season Western Collegiate 
Hockey Associat ion 
tournament.
BG is currently third in 
the WCHA with 29 points 
and trail second place 
Michigan Tech by 6 points 
in the standings. The Ferris 
State Bulldogs come into 
the series tied for sixth in 
the WCHA with 16 points. 
In last weekend’s series, 
Ben Murphy scored two 
goals and an assist and 
Tommy Burke started at 
goalie in both games for 
the Falcons. The Falcons 
won 2-1 on Friday and 3-2 
on Saturday night. 
“Ben Murphy is a guy 
that has lots of offensive 
ability, and what we’ve 
tried to help him with 
since he got here is his play 
without the puck, and his 
second and third effort on 
pucks,” said head coach 
Chris Bergeron. 
The Falcons were trailing 
both games and came from 
behind to win. Following 
Saturday’s victory, BG 
now has a 13-4-3 record in 
WCHA play, matching last 
seasons total amount of 
conference wins. 
“This year, for the most 
part, we have found a way 
to take a deficit and get 
back into the game or to 
play well with the lead. 
It’s been part of the pro-
cess. Last year, we showed 
some inexperience playing 
with the lead. But this past 
weekend, we showed that 
when we get painted into 
a corner, we play pretty 
hard,” Bergeron said.
See HOCKEY | Page 9
8th ranked Falcons look to remain hot on road
BG hockey team squares off 
against recently swept Ferris State
“This year ... we have 
found a way to take 
a deficit and get 
back into the game”
Chris Bergeron | Head Coach
“Last weekend was obviously a big 
step forward for us and a confidence 
builder. But after the meet we discussed 
complacency and I challenged the team...”
Kerri Turner | Head Coach
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THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3 x 3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9. There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve
past few years from the big 
class ahead of us how to 
[lead] and they did a great 
job and I think we just need 
to carry that on and have 
[the new class] trust in us,” 
said senior captain Brian 
Bien, who led the team in 
batting average a year ago.
This leadership will be 
on display this weekend 
against Southeast Missouri 
State as BG opens its 2015 
season on the road.
About one-third of the 
Falcons’ roster will be play-
ing in their first Division-I 
collegiate baseball game. 
This includes the 10 fresh-
men who will be battling 
for the chance to start as 
the season progresses.
“We’re looking forward 
to seeing all of these new 
guys. We have an actual 
competitive game to play, 
so it will be nice to see what 
the new guys can do,” Bien 
said.
Despite the team looking 
to grow early on, this hasn’t 
curbed its desire to break 
its recent struggles in the 
first couple series’ and start 
playing wining base-
ball out of the gate.
This starts against 
SEMO on Friday in a 
doubleheader.
Returning two of their top 
arms among a large crop 
of seniors, the Redhawks 
have been picked to fin-
ish first in the Ohio Valley 
Conference. The Falcons 
aren’t bothered by the lofty 
preseason expectations for 
SEMO, however.
“Even though they lost a 
couple players, they have a 
lot of people coming back. 
We just have to play our 
game, we can’t be intimi-
dated by them. Just try to 
win any way possible,” Bien 
said.
“They key is just getting 
them back on the field. It’s 
been since mid-October,” 
Schmitz said. “The bottom 
line is, we just need to get 
reps. These other schools 
that we play, they’re out-
side, they’re intersquading, 
they’re scrimmaging. They 
definitely have the advan-
tage.”
“As the season’s have 
gone on, you can see as we 
get our reps, that’s when we 
start gelling,” Schmitz said.
Finishing last season 
37-20 including a 15-5 
record on their home field, 
the Redhawks pose a bur-
densome challenge for the 
Falcons.
“They’re going to be an 
outstanding ballclub,” 
Schmitz said. “They were 
preseason picked to win 
the OVC, they have two of 
their top arms back and 
they have a preseason all-
american also.”
Not only do they have a 
plethora of weapons, both 
on the mound and in the 
box, the Redhawks are a 
team who are highly active 
on the basepaths.
With 97 stolen bases 
a year ago, the running 
game is an obvious factor 
for SEMO.
“The main thing is, keep 
them off base,” Schmitz 
said jokingly in regard 
to the success SEMO 
has on the bases. “If you 
keep them off base then 
you control the running 
game, but we definitely 
have to give them differ-
ent looks because they’ll be 
very aggressive.”
Starting the season at 
an abysmal 6-16, BG did 
however finish the season 
on a 19-11 run including 
a stretch where they won 
eight of nine games.
This has the Falcons 
aiming high once again, 
ultimately looking to cap-
ture another MAC champi-
onship.
“Obviously we want to 
make the MAC tournament, 
but from there we want to 
win it,” Bien said. “And I 
think the ultimate goal is 
just to be MAC champions 
again like we were a couple 
years ago, and just get that 
ring.”
This starts by first mak-
ing the MAC tournament.
“Our number one goal 
is to go ahead and make 
the conference tournament 
because all of the other 
team goals kind of lineup 
with that,” Schmitz said. “If 
you make the conference 
tournament then you have 
an opportunity to meet the 
other goals.”
While the goals are set, 
the lineups remain a ques-
tion, but this weekend is 
the first of many steps to 
finding the answers.
“The guys are ready to 
go, they’re tired of being 
inside, they wanna get 
outside and play,” Schmitz 
said. “Baseball is here.”
BASEBALL
 From Page 7
BG is now 11-0-2 on Saturdays this sea-
son and are outscoring their opponents 
45-24 on that day. The Falcons remain 
unbeaten in 16 straight Saturday games 
that date back to last season.
BG killed off 11-of-12 power play chances 
against Ferris State to statistically remain 
the NCAA’s best penalty killing unit at 93.1 
percent. Similarly, the team is 125-for-229 
[54.6 percent] on special teams, which is 
ranked fourth in the NCAA in combined 
special teams. 
The Falcons overall record of 17-6-5, is 
the program’s best start since the 1994-
1995 season. The Falcons will look to 
improve on their 9-3-4 record away from 
the BG Ice Arena in a rematch against 
Ferris State this weekend. 
“Ferris State is a program we want to be 
like. We’ve had some good games against 
them, so we look at them as a rival. I hope 
we are earning that respect from them and 
they look at us as a rival,” Bergeron said.
HOCKEY
 From Page 8
SPORTS
BRIEF
BG men’s basketball team looks 
to extend current win streak
After its 65-49 win over Mid-American Conference 
opponent Western Michigan at the Stroh on Tuesday 
night, the Bowling Green men’s basketball team [16-6, 8-3 
MAC] brings a 3-game win streak to Ball State on Saturday 
afternoon.
Beating them earlier in the season, 58-46 at home as 
Zack Denny led the scoring with 17 points, the Falcons will 
look to take advantage of the 7-15 overall record and 2-9 
conference record that BSU sports.
The Cardinals are on a 9-game losing streak coming into 
the game while allowing opponents to score 77 points per 
game in their last four games.
Over the Falcons’ recent 3-game win streak, four players 
have paced the team while averaging double-figures. This 
includes Jehvon Clarke [14.0 points per game], Richaun 
Holmes, [13.3], Anthony Henderson [12.7] and Spencer 
Parker [12.0]. This has helped the Falcons average 70 points 
per game as a team over the same span.
The game begins at 4:30 p.m. in Muncie, Indiana, before 
BG returns home for two games at the Stroh next week.
check us out 
online @ .comNEWS
Valentine’s Day Special Edition WWW.BGNEWS.COM 10 Friday, February 13, 2015
B E  M Y
BY: LINDSEY MEYER
Valentine’s Day is right 
around the corner and many 
college students have mixed 
feelings about this holiday. 
Some are ready to spend 
the day with their college 
sweethearts or others are 
prepared to order a pizza and 
stay in watching love movies 
all night. 
Whether you have a loved one 
or just a good friend that you 
want to do something special 
for, buying gifts can always 
be a challenge. You either 
know right off the bat what 
would be an ideal present for 
them, or you’re scrounging 
around their Pinterest to find 
something they like. 
Chocolates are always a main 
go-to for Valentine’s Day but 
there are other ideas to give 
that special someone, or even 
to treat yourself with. 
Many places in Downtown 
Bowling Green offer 
specialty items on their 
menus for the week of 
Valentine’s Day. 
Two of the most popular 
cookie places in Bowling 
Green, Insomnia and The 
Cookie Jar and More, offer a 
variety of Valentine cookies 
and specials for the holiday. 
This year, Insomnia is 
offering cookie cakes made 
with their new baking 
technique for $13. They also 
have pre-made decals that 
you can choose to put on 
top of the cookie cake when 
ordering. 
Similar to Insomnia, 
The Cookie Jar and More 
has a menu specifically for 
Valentine’s Day. The menu 
includes specialty cookies 
such as a Heart Shaped 
Vanilla Buttercream Frosted 
Sugar Cookie, Peanut 
Butter Smooches, and their 
signature chocolate chip 
cookie. They also have four 
packages you can choose 
from, heart-shaped cookie 
cakes, and even chocolate 
covered strawberries. 
One local pizza spot that 
offers these savory treats 
is Pisanello’s Pizza. They 
offer many options for their 
heart-shaped pizzas; you 
can choose from any size, 
your choice of toppings and 
also any type of crust; either 
stuffed, thin, or Chicago style. 
Another local pizza joint 
that offers these pizzas is 
Campus Pollyeye’s. Pollyeye’s 
is known for their stuffed 
breadsticks however this 
week they’re main item is also 
heart-shaped pizzas. Just like 
Pisanello’s, you can choose 
from any size, toppings, and 
crust for the same prices as 
their regular pizzas. 
Cookies and pizza are not the 
only treats you can get for a 
473 S. Summit St. | Bowling Green, Ohio  
419-806-4855 | summit@smrohio.com
FEWER BILLS      BETTER VALUE




What’s not to  
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WATER       CABLE       HIGH SPEED INTERNET
SHUTTLE        24 HR EMERGENCY MAINTENANCE
SMOKE FREE COMMUNITY        POOL
Get your application  
into us by February 21 
————  
Get $100 off  
Security Deposit
Free Delivery ($7.25 min.)
Open 4pm weekdays, Lunch Fri, Sat, Sun
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special someone or yourself 
this Valentine’s Day; some 
local restaurants downtown 
are offering specials for the 
weekend. For instance Easy 
Street Café is offering a steak 
and shrimp combo meal for 
the price of $16.99 a person. 
Bowling Green offers a variety 
of restaurants to go to this 
upcoming Saturday and 
also many places to order 
something in advance for the 
special day. 
           HEARTSHAPED GIFTS       
         JUST GOT TASTIER
An easy gift that 
no one is ever 
really opposed 
to is food. 
Another food to 
keep in mind is pizza. 
Pizza places are 
also now becoming 
known for making 
heart-shaped pizzas 
for the holiday.
Valentine’s Day Special Edition Friday, February 13, 2015  11WWW.BGNEWS.COM
W hether it’s the Homecoming Queen or the President of 
the International Fraternal 
Council, the University’s 
student leaders put their 
best foot forward when 
it comes to helping the 
community. What the key 
to these student leader’s 
hearts? Is it a romantic walk 
on the beach, or a simple 
game of chess? Take this quiz 
to find out which student 
body leader is best suited to 
be your Valentine this year! 
If you are interested in girls:
How would you describe 
yourself? 
a  Goal orientated  
b  Philanthropic  
c  Sincere/genuine  
What do you look for in 
others? 
a  Loving nature 
b  Ambition 
c  Positive attitude 
Your major is most similar 
to… 
a  Business 
b  Social sciences 
c  Design  
What is your favorite aspect 
of BGSU? 
a  Mascots 
b  Community 
c  The people 
What are you most passionate 
about? 
a  Changing the world 
b  Executing a healthy 
     lifestyle 
c  Empowering women 
If you chose mostly 
“A’s,” you matched with 
Nicole Neely. Aside from 
her responsibilities as 
the Vice President of the 
Undergraduate Student 
Government, Nicole enjoys 
coffee dates at Grounds for 
Thought with Dairy Queen 
afterwards. Trying to impress 
Nicole? Take her to Mr. Spots 
and order her favorite meal – 
Classic Philly with waffle fries. 
If you chose mostly “B’s,” you 
matched with Kasie Durkit. 
Our 2014 Homecoming Queen 
appreciates taking a tour of 
the Toledo Art Museum, with 
coffee and a game of chess 
to top off the evening. Sweep 
Kasie off her feet by taking her 
to her favorite restaurant in 
Bowling Green: Reverend’s Bar 
and Grill. We bet she’ll order the 
Big Buddha Burger, with a side 
of plantain chips, of course. 
LEADER
YOU’RE GONNA LOVE US!
Lots of space! 
 Your own bathroom!
  Many amenities
  CHECK US OUT!
  • Individual Leases
  • All 4 Bed/4 Bath
  • Furnished & Unfurnished
  • Free Internet
  • Private BGSU Shuttle
  • Swimming Pool & 24 hr Hot Tub
  • Private Fitness Center & Computer Lab
  • Free Tanning
  • Basketball & Volleyball Court
TAKE A TOUR TODAY!






706 Napoleon Rd  BG, OH 43402 BGHOUSING.COM419-353-5100
 NEW RATES!
   $325.00/MONTH  FOR 12 M
ONTHS
    Aug 2015-Aug 2
016 & May 2015-May 20
16
    $419.00/MONTH  FOR 9 MO
NTHS
    Aug 2015 - May 201
6
If you chose mostly “C’s,” you 
matched with Tiffany Mitchell! 
Tiffany, the current President 
of the PanHellenic community, 
can’t resist when anything with 
pasta and dessert is involved. 
Although it isn’t pasta, Tiffany 
loves the sandwiches at Easy 
Street Café. Sandwiches and 
a side of fries – the key to this 
student leader’s heart.
If you are interested in boys: 
How would you describe 
yourself? 
a  Career/future orientated  
b  Willing to try new things
c  Caring/honest  
What do you look for in others? 
a  Dedication 
b  Ability to have fun
c  Compassion 
Your major is most similar to… 
a  Management  
b  Marketing
c  Sales/Economics 
What is your favorite aspect of 
BGSU? 
a  Passion of the student   
     body  
b  Family-like atmosphere
c  Environment of the      
    campus 
What are you most passionate 
about? 
a  Making a difference in the  
     community 
b  Impacting others
c  Facilitating growth among 
     men 
If you chose mostly “A’s,” you 
matched with Brian Kochheiser. 
Our Undergraduate Student 
Government President likes long 
walks on the beach, or really just 
anything at the beach. Finish up a 
day in the sun with some cheesy 
bread at Myles’ Pizza Pub for the 
epitome of a perfect date for Brian. 
 
If you chose mostly “B’s,” you 
matched with Jameson Taylor.  
The 2014 Homecoming King 
loves anything that involves 
laughing and having a good 
time. If there’s dinner involved, 
with something adventurous 
afterwards, Jameson is up for it. 
Take a trip to Campus Polleyes 
or Easy Street Café with this 
student leader. 
 
If you chose mostly “C’s,” you 
matched with Victor Senn. This 
International Fraternity Council 
President is all about that BG 
spirit. His ideal date involves going 
to a BG hockey game, followed 
by some Dairy Queen. Looking to 
really sweep him off his feet? Try 
the chicken kabob dish at Easy 
Street Café – it’s his favorite. 
BGSU STUDENT
BY KENDRA CLARK
KLOTZ FLORAL GIFT & 
GARDEN CENTER
Located on Napoleon Road, 
Klotz Floral Gift and Garden 
Center offers residence 
of Bowling Green a large 
selection of bouquets for 
your special someone. 
Students can find special 
Valentine’s Day deals either in 
the shop or on their website. 
Some of their most affordable 
arrangements include Simple 
Love, which is a red cube vase 
filled with white daisies for 
$34.95, or Hugs and Kisses 
Bouquet, which comes in 
a red vase filled with white 
chrysanthemums, pink 
carnations, red roses and more 
for $41.95. 
FLOWER BASKET
The Flower Basket could 
be your one stop shop if 
flowers are on your mind for 
Valentine’s Day. Located on 
South Main St., this store offers 
flowers for love and romance. 
Some of their most affordable 
arrangements include the 
Sweet Surprises Bouquet, which 
includes pink mini carnations, 
pick rose stems, which daisies 
and lush greens in a clear vase 
at $39.99, or the FTD Deeply 
Devoted Bouquet, which 
includes a single red rose and 
lily grass in a square glass bud 
vase for $29.99.
AVAS FLOWERS
At Avas Flowers, flowers can be 
delivered straight to your house 
or your special someone’s place 
of work. They have a wide array 
of flowers that range in price 
from $19.99 and up over $160. 
For a special Valentine’s Day 
price, they have a section of their 
website dedicated to Valentine’s 
Day, where prices are cut in half 
for a variety of selections for 
flowers. 
They offer many different rose, 
daisy and carnation bouquets 
along with many other varieties. 
One of their most affordable 
offers for Valentine’s Day 
includes a florist designed 
bouquet, which is filled with 
a flower of your choice, or the 
Thank You Bouquet, which 
includes an assortment of 
colored mums, Peruvian lilies 
and roses in a clear vase. Both 
are offered at $34.99.
FLOWERS SAY IT BEST
SHOP LOCAL FLORISTS
Order 24/7 at www.klotzflorist.com
419-353-8381




       love with the best.
For a Romantic Valentine’s Day…
MATCHMAKER
12 Friday, February 13, 2015 WWW.BGNEWS.COM
Born to recently freed slaves in 1867, Louisiana native Sarah Breedlove Walker, also known as 
Madam C.J. Walker, transcended poverty, illiteracy, 
and prejudice to become one of  the most important 
businesswomen in America.
Breedlove found her future in beauty products. 
She learned valuable lessons from Annie Turnbo 
Malone, who sold her shampoos and hair-pressing 
irons to crowds in St. Louis for the 1904 World’s Fair. 
Malone hired Breedlove as a commission agent and 
sent the former washerwoman to Denver, CO in July 1905. Soon, Breedlove 
had split from Malone, and was making her own pomades and shampoos. 
By 1910, Walker had moved her 
Manufacturing Company to the 
railroad hub of  Indianapolis, IN. 
Advertising and marketing became 
the keys to her success. One of  
the largest employers of  African 
American women, she carefully 
screened, groomed, and trained 
a 3,000-person strong sales force 
that was motivated by working on commission. She took lessons in public 
speaking and penmanship, and cultivated a striking persona, in fine clothing 
and a chauffeur-driven electric carriage.
Walker became one of  the best-known women in America. Though she sold 
popular products, created job opportunities for thousands, and generously 
shared her wealth, Walker’s greatest accomplishment may have been her 
inspirational story, which made her a lasting role model for future generations.
C E L E B R A T I N G  B L A C K  H I S T O R Y  M O N T H
“Sarah Breedlove created 
specialized hair products 
for African-American hair 
and was the first American 
woman to become a 
millionaire through her 
own business.”
REFLECTING ON HISTORY
—  S A R A H  B R E E D L OV E  —






                  All WEEKEND
Youth Art Exhibition downtown businesses 
Outdoor Ice Skating, City Park, dawn to dusk 
Ice Sculptures, BG Skating Club, downtown 
     FRIDAY, February 13, 2015
Youth Dodgeball, Community Center, 3:45-6 pm
Wagon Rides, BG Skating Club, downtown, 6-8 pm
Public Skate, BGSU Ice Arena, 7-8:50 pm
Red Cross Fire & Ice, Clazel Theater, 7-11 pm
 SATURDAY, February 14, 2015 
Ice Carving Demo, BGSU Ice Arena, 8 am
Ice Skating Exhibition & free clinic, 
BG Skate Club, BGSU Ice Arena 8-10 am
Pancake Breakfast, Softball, BGHS, 8-11 am
I    Wood County Scavenger Hunt,    
Wood County District Public Library, 9-3 pm
Adult Pickleball, Community Center, 10-12 pm
Frostbite Fun Run, City Park, 11 am
Ice Carving Demo, Ice Creations, City Park, 12 pm 
Chili & Soup Cook-O, City Park, 12-2 pm
Kid’s Snow Games, City Park, 12:30-2  pm 
Snow Globe Adult Soccer, 
Community Center, 2-4 pm
Bike & Skate Demo, City Park Skatepark, 3 pm
Cupid Skate, BGSU Ice Arena, 3:30-5:20 pm  
Carriage Rides, BG Skating Club, downtown, 6-8 pm
Sweetheart Skate, BGSU Ice Arena, 7-8:50 pm
Jazz Concert, Grounds For Thought 8 pm 
Kitty Glitter Concert, Stone’s Throw 8-11 pm 
    SUNDAY, February 15, 2015
Frozen Party & Sing Along, WCDPL 2-4 pm
Public Skate, BGSU Ice Arena, 3:30-5:20 pm   




AMERICAN SNIPER  (R)
(1:30)* (4:35) 7:40 10:45
KINGSMAN: THE SECRET SERVICE (R)




*= Friday- Monday  ()= Matinee Showtime
THE SPONGEBOB MOVIE: SPONGE OUT OF WATER (PG)
3D: (4:30) 9:50 
2D: (11:30)* (2:05) 7:20
FIFTY SHADES OF GREY (R)
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 1  Woodworking tools
 2  Refuges
 3  "Possibly"
 4  Takes off
 5  Whole
 6  With 8-Down, as a  
welcome change
 7  "Bon __"
 8  See 6-Down
 9  Of a son or daughter
10 Broadway supporter
11 Paving substance
12 "Wheel of Fortune" buy
13 Took by the hand
18 Preserve, in a way
19 Stick on
24 Two-time Oscar winner 
Wiest
26 Sporting weapons
27 *An aromatic plant
28 Crowd at Lake Como?
29 In order
30 Number from the past
31 Baby Ruth maker
33 Unimportant
35 *Part of a ship
36 *A bird
37 Not allow
38 "This Is 40"  
director Judd
39 *The fibre of the 
gomuti palm
43 "__ Lot": King 
novel
44 Broadway  
supporter








55 *Opposed to less
56 Calendar abbr.
57 One acting badly
58 Time worth 
remembering
59 Small inlet  
 1  *A bar of wood or iron (one of 
nine starred clues/answers that 
appear here exactly as they did 
in the first crossword puzzle)
 5  Assuming that
 9  Disastrous
14 Dashiell Hammett dog
15 It may follow eleven
16 Dumb
17 Feature of the first crossword 
puzzle, seen in 56-Across on 
12/21/1913
20 Red Cross supply




29 D.C.'s __ Mall
32 What some pros shoot
33 Spice Girl __ B
34 Pianist Templeton
35 *A talon




42 Ab __: initially
43 Reinforcing construction piece
45 Like some tea
47 Not fast
48 Site of the George W. Bush 
presidential library
51 Chan player
54 "The door's open"
56 See 17-Across
60 __ pants (baggy women's 
trousers)
61 Youngest Wilcox child in 
"Howards End"
62 *To govern
63 New Eng. campus
64 Go fast
65 Arabic for "commander"
The Daily Crossword FixThe Daily Cr sword Fix
For Rent
HOUSES close to campus!
Now renting 2015-2016 leases.
Frobose Rentals - 419-352-6064.
www.froboserentals.com
Shamrock Studios
Leases avail for summer
 & fall, starting at $445, includes:
all util, cable, fully furnished, WiFi,
cats allowed, call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG.com
Very nice house, legal for 7. Avail.
Aug 2015. 1/2 blk. from Founders.
419-352-6992 or 419-601-2442.
For Rent
Furn. room w/ freedom of house,
to clean & responsible male,
$300/mo w/ $100 dep, all utils inc.
 Call 419-354-6117.
Houses for rent, 4-5 BR, 2 baths,
between campus & downtown,
$1500/mo, call 419-340-2500.
Large 3 & 4 BR apts, recently
updated, avail August 2015
Call 216-337-6010 for more info.
May 2015 - 12 month lease: 
415 E Court - 1BR - $375
530 Manville - 1.5BR - $570
Aug 2015 - 12 month lease:
125 Baldwin - 3BR - $900
408 E Court - 1BR $395




SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE!
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS
-Children's summer camp,
Pocono Mountains, Pennsylvania
6/20 - 8/16.  If you love children
and want a caring, fun environ-
ment, we need Counselors,
Instructors and other staff for our
summer camp.  Interviews on the
BGSU campus - March 2nd.
Select The Camp That Selects
The Best Staff!
Call 1.215.944.3069 or apply at:
www.campwaynegirls.com
For Rent
**over 3 allowed on lease(4-8stu)
930 Wooster/ 321,315 E. Merry.
See cartyrentals.com or 353-0325
Also 1-2 BR apts next to campus.
1 BDRM APT, near BGSU.
Avail Fall $475/mo. Util s inc.
419-352-5882
2, 3 & 4 BR apts & duplexes avail
May & Aug. Call  419-409-1110.
www.rutterdudleyrentals.com
3BR house, 836B Third St,
newer house, avail May 15.
Call 419-601-3225 for more info.
Highland Management now leas-
ing for 2015-2016 school yr. 1&2
bdrms available. 419-354-6036
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3, M-F
www.BGApartments.com
Help Wanted
Apio Inc has immediate openings
1st, 2nd, & 3rd shift! In search of
warehouse workers, sanitation,
general production, quality in-
spectors, forklift drivers & ma-
chine operators. Starting
$10.25/hr. Must be able to work
8-12 hrs a day, work in cold
temps & stand 8-12 hrs a day!
419-931-1040
Employees needed to perform
light production work w/ flex
hours. Must work at least 15 hrs
per week, can be FT, many
BGSU students work here, easy
walk from campus! Pay is
$8.10/hr. Pick up application at:
Advanced Specialty Products,Inc.
428 Clough St, BG, OH.
The BG News 
Classified Ads
419-372-0328
The BG News will not knowingly accept 
advertisements that discriminate, or 
encourage discrimination against any 
individual or group on the basis of race, 
sex, color, creed, religion, national ori-
gin, sexual orientation, disability, status 
as a veteran, or on the basis of any other 
legally protected status.
The BG News reserves the right to decline, 
discontinue or revise any advertisement 
such as those found to be defamatory, 
lacking in factual basis, misleading or 
false in nature. All advertisements are 
subject to editing and approval.
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By Aaron Parker
Reporter
The Bowling Green indoor 
track and field team will 
close out its regular sea-
son this weekend with two 
separate meets. Most of the 
team will compete in the 
SPIRE invitational for two 
days in Geneva, OH while 
a small group of throw-
ers will compete in the 
Grand Valley State Big Meet 
on Friday. 
After these last meets, 
the team will com-
pete in the MAC indoor 
Championships. The 
Falcons have had an 
impressive year so far, going 
into the weekend with nine 
automatic qualifying per-
formances and looking to 
add more before the cham-
pionships.
“We have a great oppor-
tunity this weekend to 
compete against some of 
the best in the country in 
a top-notch facility,” said 
head coach Lou Snelling. 
“We need to take advantage 
of that opportunity to send 
our best possible team to 
the MAC Championships in 
a little over two weeks.”
That opportunity is 
apparent, as this is one of 
the best teams in recent 
history. Five Falcons are 
ranked in the top four in an 
event and Senior Brittany 
Sinclair is ranked first in 
the MAC for the 400. 
In addition, the team has 
15 marks that are in the top 
10 and another 14 marks are 
in the top 20 in their confer-
ence events.
Nationally, the Falcons 
have four athletes that are 
currently ranked in the top 
100. The highest of those 
is redshirt senior Brooke 
Pleger. Pleger is ranked 
11th in the weight throw 
and goes into the meet 
just a week after breaking 
another school record with 
a throw of 68-feet-2.5. She is 
the first in school history to 
break 68 feet. 
Another nationally 
ranked athlete is Brittany 
Sinclair who just entered 
the rankings last week at 
number 100 after she broke 
a school record in the 400. 
Now the fastest runner in 
the MAC, Sinclair beat her 
previous best by more than 
a second with a time of 
55.46 seconds.
The last two national 
athletes are both shot-put 
competitors with Makenzie 
Wheat ranked 27th with a 
mark of 52-feet-1 and Aliyah 
Gustafson ranked 63rd with 
a mark of 49-feet-4.5.
The preseason rankings 
had the Falcons finishing 
10th in the MAC, finishing 
ahead of only Ohio and Ball 
State. Snelling and the team 
will look to finish ahead 
of that ranking, as the 
team has improved every 
year Snelling has been 
coaching.
In his first two seasons, 
the Falcons finished 11th 
with a combined 26 points. 
Last season, they finished 
8th and scored 38 points. 
With the potential to qual-
ify the most competitors 
in the past four years, the 
team could move up from 
that 8th place finish.
Falcons set to close 
out regular season
BG track and field team looks to add to current 
automatic qualifiers, continue to improve
“We have a great 
opportunity 
this weekend to 
compete...”
Lou Snelling | Head Coach
www.bgnews.com
visit us and give us your input  @
Your Views
Is there a story in the 
BGNews that  you 
want to voice your 
opinion on?
Sign up for a 
group blog or 
community site 
today.
.comNEWS
